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What if an author is unable to pay the article processing charge?
Does the OAPA also allow users to reuse or redistribute the content?
How is the OAPA different from a Creative Commons Attribution license (CC BY)?
Can authors choose the OAPA if their work was funded by an agency that requires a Creative
Commons Attribution license?
Can authors complete the IEEE OAPA electronically, as with the standard IEEE Copyright Form?
What if an author does not have the opportunity to access and sign the electronic IEEE OAPA?
Will the OAPA use an interactive “wizard” as is used with the eCF?
How does an author determine his/her copyright status?
How does an author electronically “sign” the OAPA?
What if an author mistakenly signs the OAPA rather than the standard IEEE Copyright Form?
What should authors do if they have more questions about IEEE’s OA policies and procedures?

As part of IEEE’s efforts to provide authors with alternatives to traditional publishing, the IEEE Open
Access Publishing Agreement (OAPA) has been developed to be used for manuscript submissions to IEEE
open-access publications. The OAPA serves two important purposes. First, the OAPA allows authors to
post the final, published versions of their papers on their own and their employers’ websites, and allows
users to freely access the authors’ content in Xplore. Second, the OAPA also allows IEEE to protect the
content by giving IEEE full authority to resolve any complaints of misuse or abuse (such as infringement
or plagiarism) of the authors’ papers.
1. How is the IEEE OAPA different from the standard IEEE Copyright Form?
While both forms allow IEEE to protect authors’ content from abuse (such as plagiarism), the OAPA
also allows the authors’ papers to be openly accessible to all users in IEEE Xplore, as well as noncommercial use such as text/data mining and translating. The OAPA permits authors to post the
final, published version of their papers on their own web sites.
2. Who is entitled to use the OAPA with an IEEE article?
Any author who pays an article processing charge (APC) for open access publishing status will be
entitled to use the OAPA.
3. What if an author is unable to pay the article processing charge?
IEEE Publishing Principles state that there should be no financial barrier to publishing with IEEE.
Article processing charges may be waived in cases of hardship. Each case will be considered
individually. Authors seeking a waiver should send their requests to trans@ieee.org. They should
include the paper title and author names from their submission, the title of the journal to which
they have submitted their paper, and the reason for requesting a waiver.

4. Does the OAPA also allow users to reuse or redistribute the content?
The OAPA allows users to access the content in Xplore for no charge. Users are also permitted to
view, print, copy, and download the work, as well as translate it or use it for text/data mining, as
long as the usage is for non-commercial purposes. Users who want to redistribute the content
electronically or in print for commercial reuse must request permission from IEEE. More
information on how to obtain permission can be found online at
http://www.ieee.org/publications_standards/publications/rights/reqperm.html
5. How is the OAPA different from a Creative Commons Attribution license (CC BY)?
A CC BY license allows authors to retain copyright in the work, but also carries very broad rights for
end users. For instance, end users may freely reuse the work provided they always credit the
original author. Under the CC BY license, the end user does not have to obtain permission from the
author to reuse the work, even for commercial purposes or to create derivative works. Under a CC
BY license, authors are responsible for protecting their content against possible abuses, such as
infringement and plagiarism. The OAPA asks authors to transfer copyright to IEEE, thereby
empowering IEEE to protect the work against copyright infringement or plagiarism. The OAPA
broadens IEEE’s definition of user rights.
6. Can authors choose the OAPA if their work was funded by an agency that requires a Creative
Commons Attribution license?
Authors are responsible for determining their funding agencies’ requirements before selecting an
OA license. Some funding agencies require their research authors to use specific publication
licenses in place of copyright transfer if their grants are used to pay article processing charges
(APCs). Two such funding agencies are the Wellcome Trust and the Research Councils of the United
Kingdom (RCUK), both of which require authors to use the Creative Commons Attribution License
(CC BY). In many cases, the authors’ institutions will have established special OA pre-paid accounts
with IEEE, and so authors should check with their institutions’ administrator for any special
arrangements or requirements. A list of institutional partners is available at
http://open.ieee.org/institutional-partners.html.
7. Can authors complete the IEEE OAPA electronically, as with the standard IEEE Copyright Form?
Yes. Authors use a digital process similar to that used for the standard electronic IEEE Copyright
Form (eCF) to complete their OAPAs. The OAPA is available within ScholarOne Manuscripts (S1M)
for journals, as well as any journal outside of S1M that uses the eCF. As with the standard IEEE eCF,
an author who has submitted a manuscript to an OA journal will receive an email with log-in
credentials and a direct link to the eCF where they may choose the OAPA.
8. What if an author does not have the opportunity to access and sign the electronic IEEE OAPA?
A hardcopy version of the OAPA is available online at http://www.ieee.org/documents/oapa.pdf if
any authors are unable to complete the electronic form. Authors should contact the IEEE IPR Office
for more information.

9. Will the OAPA use an interactive “wizard” as is used with the eCF?
Yes, authors will be asked a series of questions to determine their copyright status. During the
process, authors will be asked to select their preferred publishing agreement. Authors should then
choose the OAPA.
10. How does an author determine his/her copyright status?
An author's copyright status is determined to a large extent by the type of employer for whom the
author works. For example, an author employed by the U.S. Government, who is the sole author of a
paper, should indicate this during the eCF process. A U.S. Government author who has coauthors in
private industry should allow another author to complete the eCF . This is also true for authors
employed by the Crown Government or European Union.
11. How does an author electronically “sign” the OAPA?
To sign the electronic OAPA, an author simply selects the OAPA then clicks the Submit button. As
with the eCF, the author will receive a copy of the signed form automatically by email, and a record
of the OAPA will be kept in the IEEE rights and licenses database.
12. What if an author mistakenly signs the OAPA rather than the standard IEEE Copyright Form?
Authors who accidentally sign the OAPA should email the IEEE IPR Office (copyrights@ieee.org).
Staff will update their OAPA submissions to standard IEEE Copyright Forms, and will send authors
PDF receipts of the revised form for their records.
13. What should authors do if they have more questions about IEEE’s OA policies and procedures?
Authors with questions or concerns about IEEE’s copyright policies should contact the Intellectual
Property Rights Office at +1-732-562-3966 or at copyrights@ieee.org.

